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Abstract 

The current study investigates whether and how focus, phrase boundary and newness 

can be simultaneously marked in speech prosody in Mandarin Chinese. Homophones 

were used to construct three syntactic structures that differed only in boundary 

condition, focus was elicited by preceding questions, while newness of post-boundary 

words was manipulated as whether they had occurred in the previous text. Systematic 

analysis of F0 and duration showed that (1) duration was a reliable correlate of 

boundary strength regardless of focus location, while involvement of F0 was only in 

terms of lowering of phrase-final F0 minima and raising of phrase-initial F0 minima at a 

relatively strong boundary; (2) post-focus compression (PFC) of F0 was applied across 

all boundaries, including those with long silent pauses (over 200 ms), and post-focus F0 

was lowered to almost the same degree in all boundary conditions; and (3) newness of 

post-focus words had no systematic effect on F0 or duration. These results indicate that 

not only functionally focus is independent of prosodic structure and newness, but also 

phonetically its realization is separate from boundary marking. Focus is signaled 

mainly through pitch range adjustments, which can occur even across phrase breaks, 

whereas boundaries are mostly signaled by duration adjustments. 

Key words: boundary marking, focus, post-focus compression (PFC), newness 
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1. Introduction 

Focus is a semantic and pragmatic function that can be realized via prosody to highlight 

a particular constituent in an utterance [Bolinger, 1958; Eady and Cooper, 1986; Xu, 

1999, 2005]. There has been rich empirical evidence that in many languages focus is 

realized mainly by increasing the pitch range, intensity, duration and articulatory 

fullness of the focused word, and reducing the F0 and intensity of the following words, 

while leaving the pre-focus words largely unchanged [English: Cooper, Eady and 

Mueller, 1985; de Jong, 1995; Xu and Xu, 2005; Mandarin: Chen and Gussenhoven, 

2008, Wang and Xu, 2011; Xu, 1999; German: Féry and Kügler, 2008; Greek: Botinis, 

Fourakis, and Gawronska 1999; Dutch: Swerts, Krahmer, & Avesani, 2002; Japanese: 

Ishihara, 2002; Korean: Lee and Xu, 2010; Turkish: Ipek, 2011; Tibetan: Wang, Wang 

and Xu, 2012, Zhang, Wang and Wu, 2012; Estonian: Sahkai, Kalvik and Mihkla, 

2013]. The reduction of post-focus F0 and intensity is known as post-focus compression 

or PFC [Xu, Chen and Wang, 2012], and it is found to be critical for focus perception in 

at least some of these languages [Vainio et al, 2003 for Finnish; Rump and Collier, 1996 

for Dutch; Prom-on, Xu and Thipakorn, 2009 for English; Ishihara, 2011 and Sugahara, 

2005 for Japanese, Liu and Xu, 2005, and Xu, Chen and Wang, 2012 for Mandarin]. 

What is yet unclear, and in fact rarely asked, is how extensive the temporal domain of 

PFC is. The empirical works on focus just mentioned are all done in relatively simple 

sentences. Those sentences are said with a single breath without noticeable or 

consistent pauses. Thus it is still unknown whether PFC can be blocked by a prosodic 
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boundary with an apparent pause. This issue is, however, closely related to many other 

issues that have been the center of both theoretical and empirical examinations, 

including, in particular, boundary marking and newness. In the following we will first 

briefly review the literature on these issues as they are related to focus before outlining 

our specific research questions. 

1.1 .	Boundary	marking	

Boundary marking has been a controversial topic, with disagreement both between 

theories in terms of boundary types and levels, and between empirical findings in terms 

of acoustic cues of boundary. 

A widespread notion is that there exists a prosodic structure in speech in the form of a 

hierarchy [Beckman, 1996; Selkirk 1986]. This structure exists in its own right and is 

largely autonomous from syntactic structures as there are often mismatches between 

the two [Ladd, 2008]. In this structure the largest unit is what is known as intonational 

phrase [Beckman and Pierrehumbert, 1986; Ladd, 2008; Pierrehumbert, 1980], tone 

group [Halliday, 1967; O’Conner and Arnold, 1961; Palmer, 1922; Wells, 2006] or 

intonation group [Cruttenden, 1997]. Critically, the temporal domain of this top unit is 

defined in terms of its internal constituent. In the nuclear tone analysis tradition, a tone 

group is said to consist of an obligatory nuclear tone and an optional head, prehead and 

tail [O’Conner and Arnold, 1961; Palmer, 1922; Wells, 2006]. In the 

Autosegmental-Metrical (AM) theory of intonation, an intonational phrase is defined as 
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consisting of an obligatory nuclear accent and a boundary tone which is either H% or L% 

[Beckman and Pierrehumbert, 1986; Ladd, 2008; Pierrehumbert, 1980]. 

There is little agreement on the categories below the intonational phrase, however. 

Some have proposed that just one level in between is enough, e.g., phonological phrase, 

[English: Nespor and Vogel, 1986; Turkish: Ipek and Jun, 2013; Japanese: Ishihara, 

2011]. Some are in favor of two levels, e.g., major phonological phrase (MaP) and 

minor phonological phrase (MiP) [Japanese: Kubozono, 1993; and Sugahara, 2005; 

English: Selkirk, 2005; Selkirk, Shinya, and Kawahara, 2004], which are roughly 

equivalent to intermediate phrase and pitch-accent phrase as proposed by Beckman and 

Pierrehumbert [1986]. More recently, Ito and Mester (2013) proposed that Major and 

Minor Phrase can be integrated into one category, namely, φ-phrase, because they both 

serve as the domain of downstep and initial lowering. They further proposed that a 

φ-phrase can dominate another φ-phrase, forming a recursive structure. A minimal 

projection of a φ-phrase corresponds to a Minor Phrase, which contains at most one 

lexical pitch accent. In other words, the phrase domain is again defined in terms of its 

internal accentual or tonal components. Likewise, according to Selkirk (2005), “…the 

presence of a metrical prominence entails the presence of the constituent of which it is 

the head, there will be as many Intonational Phrase constituents as there are contrastive 

foci (pp. 17) ”.  

From the above review, it is clear that in theories of prosodic structure, domains and 

their boundaries are defined in terms of their inner distribution of tones or pitch accents. 
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Thus these prosodic-structure-based boundaries are not independent of pitch accent. 

That is, prosodic domains defined this way already have their internal pitch units 

known based on prior observations. Such theory-internal dependency therefore makes 

it virtually impossible to study the interaction of boundaries and pitch units.  

There have been empirical works, however, that try to classify prosodic boundaries 

relatively independent of focus or tonal events. Two main methods have been used to 

provide either the initial division or the final classification of boundary types: by 

syntactic structure [Lehiste 1973; Lehiste, Olive and Steeter, 1976; Ladd, 1988] and by 

perceptual judgment of naïve listeners [de Pijper and Sanderman, 1994; Swerts 1997; 

Wightman, et al., 1992]. The different boundaries are then compared in terms of various 

acoustic parameters. Although there is limited agreement on the exact prosodic 

categories across these studies, most of them found that boundary strength is related to 

F0 [Beckman and Pierrehumbert, 1986; de Pijper and Sanderman, 1994; Nespor and 

Vogel, 1986; Swerts and Geluykens, 1994; Swerts, Strangert and Heldner, 1996], silent 

pause [de Pijper and Sanderman, 1994; Swerts, 1994, 1997, 1998], final lengthening 

[Oller, 1973; Wightman et al., 1992; Ladd and Campbell, 1991; Swerts, 1994, 1997], 

phrase-initial glottalization [Dilley, Shattuck-Hufnagel and Ostendorf, 1996], and 

phrase-initial strengthening [Cho and Keating, 2001; Cho, McQueen and Cox, 2007; 

Jun, 1993; Fougeron, 2001; Fougeron and Keating, 1997].  

However, there are disagreements on the role of F0 in boundary marking. Some studies 

found boundary strength to be related to degree of pre-boundary F0 lowering, 
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post-boundary F0 raising and the sum of these two effects, i.e., pitch reset [Dutch: de 

Pijper and Sanderman, 1994 and Swerts, 1997; English: Ladd, 1988]. Also it is widely 

held that boundary tones are used to mark the edges of utterances, i.e., a low boundary 

tone (L%) or low-ending F0 as a cue for finality and a high boundary tone (H%) or 

high-ending F0 as a cue for continuity [Swedish: Bruce, 1983; English and Japanese: 

Beckman and Pierrehumbert, 1986; English: Lieberman, 1967; Dutch: Swerts and 

Geluykens, 1994]. But these meanings are also closely related to the statement/question 

contrast [Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg, 1990; Liu et al., 2013]. Besides, F0 is used to 

mark focus, tone, word stress, newness and many other aspects of language. Thus, the 

direct role of F0 in distinguishing boundaries can be clearly seen only when the other 

factors are effectively controlled.  

In studies where all factors other than boundary strength are kept as constant as 

possible, F0 is found to make little contribution to boundary marking, in contrast to 

the much more reliable contribution of duration [English: Lehiste, 1973; Lehiste, 

Olive and Streeter, 1976; Allbritton, McKoon and Ratcliff, 1996; Korean: Jeon and 

Nolan, 2013; Mandarin: Xu and Wang, 2009]. Lehiste [1973] and Lehiste, Olive and 

Streeter [1976] show that timing is the principal means by which structures such as 

“(The old men) (and women sat on the bench)” is distinguished from “(The old men and 

women) (sat on the bench)”. Subsequent perception experiments have shown that 

duration alone is sufficient for syntactic disambiguation [English: Price, 1991; 

Allbritton, McKoon and Ratcliff, 1996] or perceptual determination of groupings in 
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number strings [Korean: Jeon and Nolan, 2013]. Xu and Wang [2009] compared 

various grouping patterns of words and phrases with 1-4 syllables in Mandarin Chinese, 

and found that syllable duration had the most consistent relation to grouping patterns, 

while corresponding variations in F0 displacement could be explained by time pressure 

on tonal articulation resulting from duration shortening. Other studies that have found 

duration as reliable boundary cues include Duez [1982], Fant and Kruckenberg [1996], 

Krivokapic and Byrd [2012], and Wagner [2005] and Wightman et al. [1992]. 

Thus, empirical studies have shown that it is important to examine the acoustic cues of 

boundary strength independent of other factors, and to keep stimulus sentences as 

identical as possible while trying to manipulate boundary strength. In particular, 

syntactic structures can be used to control boundary strength directly. This makes it 

possible to examine the interaction of focus and boundary, because they are no longer 

conceptually confounded with each other. Note, however, that this method does not 

imply that there exists a one-to-one mapping between syntax and prosody, because it 

assumes only that some syntactic boundaries happen to have consistent prosodic 

marking, which is already empirically demonstrated, as discussed above (also see 

Selkirk [2011] and Ito and Mester [2013]). Likewise, focus should be manipulated 

independently of other factors as well. Only through independent control can we 

reliably observe how focus and boundary interact with each other. 

In fact, there have been both theoretical arguments and empirical evidence in support of 

separating boundary marking from pitch accent placement. Some have argued that 
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speakers are free to place pitch accents on whichever part of an utterance they wish to 

highlight rather than being dictated by a prosodic structure [Bolinger, 1972; Chafe, 

1974; Halliday, 1967]. Recently, it is shown that even for languages that have been 

argued to mark focus by changing phrase structure [Korean: Jun, 1993; Japanese: 

Pierrehumbert and Beckman, 1988; Nagahara, 1994], no sign of phrasal marking for 

focus can be found once focus and phrasing are independently controlled [Ishihara, 

2011; Kubozono, 2007; Lee and Xu, 2012]. It has also been shown that durational 

adjustments for boundary and focus are largely independent of each other. Turk and 

Shattuck-Hufnagel [2007] have found that pre-boundary lengthening applies in both 

pitch-accented and unaccented phrase-final words in English. Likewise, Horne, 

Strangert and Heldner [1995] have found that focus condition does not affect pauses in 

Swedish. For Mandarin Chinese, the lengthening of a syllable at an intonational phrase 

initial position, as compared to an intonational medial position, occurs mostly in the 

onset, whereas the lengthening of a syllable under focus is relatively more global and 

spans over the whole focused constituent [Chen, 2004]. 

In summary, for the purpose of the current study, what we could learn from the above 

literature review is that boundary strength corresponds to syntactic structure, although 

there is no one-to-one mapping, boundary strength could be marked independently 

from focus, and the role of F0 on marking boundary is still controversial. 
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1.2	Focus	and	newness	

It is widely in consensus that focus is directly marked in intonation in many languages, 

including Mandarin Chinese [e.g., Xu, 1999]. What remains controversial is whether 

newness is also marked directly via intonation, and whether newness interacts with 

focus. The reason the present study takes newness into consideration is that when 

studying the domain of post-focus-compression (PFC), we need to figure out whether 

the newness of the post-focus region has any effect on its intonation, which may 

interact with PFC. 

Newness has been said to be related to accentness, which indicates that newness is 

marked acoustically. Many have reported that new information is mostly accented in 

various languages while given information is mostly de-accented [Brown, 1983; Chafe, 

1976; Féry and Kügler, 2008; Fowler and Housum, 1987; Halliday, 1967; Hirschberg, 

1993; Ladd, 1996; Nooteboom and Terken, 1982; Nooteboom and Kruyt, 1987; Prince, 

1981]. But there have also been doubts that newness is clearly marked by intonation. 

For instance, Ladd [1996] pointed out that the alleged given/new contrast is 

confounded with accentuation, and when accentuation is removed, there is little 

acoustic difference between the two. Terken [1984] and Terken and Hirschberg [1994] 

noticed that apart from the given/new status, there are additional factors that also affect 

accent distribution. Wang and Xu [2011] found that, when focus and location of words 

in sentence were both systematically controlled in Mandarin, given and new had no F0 

difference under in-situ comparison instead of sequential comparison. With in-situ 
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comparison, the newness of a word is manipulated by varying the preceding context 

while comparing the same word in the same sentence position. Sequential comparison, 

instead, checks the same word occurring at two different positions in one sentence in 

which the first occurrence is considered as new and the second one is given. The 

disadvantage of sequential comparison is that word position is confounded with 

newness. Under in-situ comparison, Wang and Xu [2011] found that the difference 

between given and new was only in duration, i.e., a new word was longer than a given 

word. 

The more standard view these days is that given/new is independent of 

background/focus structure [e.g., Féry & Samek- Lodovici 2006, Krifka 2008, Selkirk 

2008]. In other words, the choice of focus relies on pragmatic and semantic factors 

other than newness. 

To keep the research question simple and straightforward, here we only discuss narrow 

focus, which is the most prominent part of a sentence for semantic and pragmatic 

reasons. The prosodic or acoustic realization of a focus is often referred to as accent, 

although under strict terminology, focus and accent are not the same. For the purpose of 

this paper, we will take direct acoustic measurements related to focus without 

interpreting them in term of accents. We will do the same for newness by examining 

differences in F0 and duration between new and given conditions without interpreting 

them in terms of accents. This allows us to treat focus and newness independently. 
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There is recent evidence that focus and newness involve different cognitive processes. 

Chen, Wang and Yang [2014] recorded brain responses to focus and newness that have 

been independently controlled and found that focused words elicited a larger P2 and 

larger positivity than unfocused words. In contrast, new words elicited a larger N400 

and a smaller LPC than given words. They concluded that the processing of focused 

words reflected attention allocation and immediate integration of focused information, 

whereas the processing of new words reflected difficulty in information integration or 

memory retrieval. 

Thus focus seems to serve a function of highlighting a particular constituent of an 

utterance to draw the listener’s attention. It is therefore needed only from time to time 

when the speaker feels the need to highlight something in particular. As such it does 

not have to occur very often or even in every sentence. Newness, in contrast, is 

virtually ubiquitous, because speech is to convey information, which, by definition 

[Shannon, 1948], has to continuously offer contents that are newsworthy. As a result, 

although some cases of focus do coincide with newness, many others do not [Krifka, 

2008]. So far, however, we are not aware of a definition of focus that is precise 

enough to predict all and only actual occurrences of focus. Instead, there are only 

empirical paradigms that have been shown to reliably elicit focus, e.g., mini-dialogues 

that involve making corrections, or answering wh- questions [Cooper et al., 1985; Pell, 

2001; Féry & Kügler, 2008; Liu and Xu, 2005; Wang & Xu, 2011; Xu, 1999; Xu & 

Xu, 2005], etc. 
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Another related issue that we need to consider is focus type, because as described 

later in the material part, when we construct different contexts for controlling the 

newness of the post-focus region, it also involves different types of focus. It is widely 

believed that there are different types of focus, each with specific prosodic cues 

[Gussenhoven, 2007; Krifka, 2008; Selkirk, 2008]. In particular, there is an assumed 

distinction between information (or presentational) and corrective (or contrastive) 

focus [Gussenhoven, 2007; Selkirk, 2002]. The former occurs in (1), while the latter 

occurs in (2). However, despite the plausibility of the semantic distinction, empirical 

findings so far have been mixed as to whether there are consistent acoustic differences 

between the two types of focus [Baumann et al., 2007; Hanssen, Peters and 

Gussenhoven, 2008; He et al., 2011; House and Sityaev, 2003; Hwang, 2012; Katz, 

and Selkirk, 2011; Sahkai, Kalvik and Mihkla, 2013; Kügler and Ganzel, 2014].  

(1) Who said that? HELEN said that. 

(2) Did John say that? No, HELEN said that. 

1.3	Aim	of	the	Current	study	

The literature review above has shown that it is possible to investigate the interaction 

between focus, newness and boundary marking by controlling them independently. 

This means to avoid using prosodic structure to define pitch accent type (e.g., nuclear 

versus pre-nuclear), and to avoid using pitch accent distribution to define the type and 

temporal scope of prosodic phrasing, or to use newness to define focus or vise versa. In 
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the present study, we will examine the relationship between focus, newness and 

boundary by eliciting focus with discourse contexts, manipulating newness with 

presence/absence of previous mentioning of the key words and controlling boundary 

strength with syntactic structures. Since focus, phrasing and newness are all 

independently controlled, not only can their respective encoding mechanisms be 

studied, but also their interactions can be observed with minimal circularity. To make it 

clear, we take the following operational definitions of focus and newness.  

Focus highlights a particular constituent in an utterance for pragmatic purposes, e.g., 

correction of the previous information or providing information asked by a wh- 

question [Cooper et al., 1985; Xu, 1999; Wang & Xu, 2011]. 

Newness refers to a whole word/phrase that appears for the first time, whereas 

givenness refers to a whole or a part of word/phrase that has appeared in the prior 

context [Prince, 1992]. 

For boundary strength, we take the following operational definition. We will use three 

different syntactic structures to elicit three boundary strengths. Given that syntactic 

boundaries may not always have clear and prosodic markers, we here carefully chose 

sentences in which word boundary, phrase boundary and clause boundary are clearly 

distinguishable in prosody. 

Boundary strength refers to how close two constituents are adhered to each other, 

which is determined by the size of syntactic constituents in this study. That is, word 
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boundary, phrase boundary and clause boundary correspond to weak, medium and 

strong boundaries, respectively. 

The specific research questions to be addressed are as follows: 

(a) Does post-focus compression apply across boundaries of different strengths? In 

particular, does a strong boundary block post-focus compression? 

(b) Is boundary strength marked by both F0 and duration? How are boundary strength 

and focus encoded simultaneously in intonation? 

(c) Does newness of post-focus words have any effect on post-focus compression? 

2. Methods 

2.1. Stimuli	

The key to our experimental design was to make sure that the factors under examination 

were controlled not by their prosodic patterns, but by non-prosodic factors, so as to 

avoid circularity in data interpretation. The three factors controlled in the study were 

boundary strength, focus and newness of post-boundary words. Boundary strength was 

manipulated by varying syntactic structures. Focus was controlled by context sentences 

that induce emphasis on different words in the subsequent target sentences. Four focus 

conditions were included: focus right before the boundary (focus on word X), focus 

right after the boundary (focus on word Y), final focus (focus on word Z), and neutral 

focus. Newness of the post-boundary part was controlled by presence or absence of the 
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post-boundary words in the preceding context sentence. Here, post-boundary new 

means that no part of the constituent after the boundary is mentioned in the previous 

context. In this way the three factors were manipulated independently. 

Another motivation of the experiment design was to set aside theoretical controversy 

on boundary categories, which is unsettled due to conceptual ambiguities as discussed 

in the introduction. In the current study we asked a simpler question: Do different 

degrees of boundaries have different acoustic cues? We chose three levels of boundary 

strengths, weak, medium and strong, without assuming that they are of particular 

categories. These relative boundary strengths were constructed based on syntax, 

referred to as B1 (weak), B2 (medium) and B3 (strong) boundaries, respectively. The 

examples of the target sentences are listed below in (1a)–(1c). B1 boundary was weak 

because it was within a compound word. B3 boundary was strong because it separated 

two coordinate clauses, and was marked by a comma in text. B2 boundary was 

in-between because it was a juncture between the subject NP and the VP of a sentence, 

in which the subject NP is a relative clause. In the case of the strong boundary (B3), 

speakers would naturally pause because of the punctuation. But a pause was less 

expected in the case of B2 boundary and was not expected in the case of B1 boundary.  

(1) Example base sentences 

(1a) The first base sentence with B1 boundary: 

我买的[柚栗]X[兜]Y送给[毛奶奶]Z了。 
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wo3 mai3 de [you4li4] X [dou1] Y song4gei3[mao2nai3nai] Z le. 

I   buy NOM  nut    tote-bag   give to  Maonainai ASP. 

The “nut” tote bag I bought was given to Maonainai. 

(1b)  The first base sentence with B2 boundary: 

我买的[柚栗]X[都]Y送给[毛奶奶]Z了。 

wo3 mai3 de [you4li4] X [dou1] Y song4gei3[mao2nai3nai] Z le. 

I   buy NOM nut     all     give to    Maonainai  ASP. 

The nuts that I bought were all given to Maonainai. 

(1c)  The first base sentence with B3 boundary: 

我买了[柚栗]X，[都]Y送给[毛奶奶]Z了。 

wo3 mai3 le [you4li4] X, [dou1] Y song4gei3[mao2nai3nai] Z le. 

I  buy  ASP nut,      all     give to   Maonainai   ASP. 

I bought nuts, and gave them all to Maonainai. 

Note that our strategy here is to use monosyllabic homophones to form different 

syntactic structures. This is to make sure that sentences in different boundary 

conditions are as similar as possible. In condition B1, the boundary between word X 

(you4li4, the name of a special chestnut) and Y (dou1, “tote bag”) is the weakest, as X 

is a modifier of Y and XY is a compound noun [you4li4dou1, Youli tote, meaning a tote 

with this kind of special chestnut painted on it]. In condition B2, a homophone of Y 

(dou1, written as a different character) with the meaning “all” is used, so that the 
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boundary between X and Y is stronger than in B1, as it is a juncture between the subject 

(word X) and the verb (word Y). Word X here is the head of the relative clause. In 

condition B3, an aspect marker “le” replaces the nominal marker “de” in the first part of 

the sentence, so that the pre-boundary part forms a matrix clause, and the boundary 

between X and Y is even stronger, as it is a juncture between two clauses marked by a 

comma. In this way, three boundary strengths are clearly distinguished, with no need 

for explanation to the speakers. The phonemes are mostly identical across the three 

boundary conditions except that the pre-boundary function word in B3 differs from that 

in B2 and B1. Moreover, both function words are in the neutral tone and in the same 

position of the sentence so that the difference of intonation caused by them should be 

limited. In the second set of sentences, word X is “lvwa” (green frog) (see Appendix I). 

Here, the main reason for selecting “Youli (a made-up name for some kind of nuts)” and 

“Lvwa”(green frog) is to use as many sonorant consonants as possible so as to obtain 

continual F0 in the target words.  

With this design we could be sure that any difference found between the sentences 

would come from variations in boundary strength rather than due to lexical, tonal, 

topical or other factors. As B2 and B1 sentences were phonemically identical and very 

similar in sentence structure, we also expected that the difference between these two 

boundaries would not be as large as the difference of either of them from B3. 

Focus and newness were easy to manipulate while keeping the target sentences the 

same across the conditions. This was done by using a preceding context sentence to 
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induce either a corrective or information focus in the target sentence, see examples in 

(2a) and (2b). Four focus conditions were constructed by putting focus on word X, Y, Z 

or none of the words (neutral focus), in which the manipulated boundary was between 

X and Y. In this manipulation, the post-boundary word Y was either on focus (focus on 

Y), pre-focus (focus on Z), post-focus (focus on X) or neutral focus.  

To control newness of the post-boundary words, we could either include (given) or 

exclude (new) them in the preceding context sentence, as shown in (2a) and (2b). Also 

with this manipulation, when post-boundary words were new, the focus was corrective, 

whereas when the post-boundary words were given, the focus was informational. 

However, from previous studies [Baumann et al., 2007; Hanssen, Peters and 

Gussenhoven, 2008; He et al., 2011; House and Sityaev, 2003; Hwang, 2012; Katz, and 

Selkirk, 2011; Sahkai, Kalvik and Mihkla, 2013; Kügler and Ganzel, 2014], no 

systematic acoustic difference was found between information and corrective focus. 

Thus the differences between the given and new conditions, if any were found, would 

be a possible evidence that newness is encoded in intonation. On the other hand, if no 

difference between given and new conditions was found, it is more likely that neither 

newness nor focus type leads to systematic intonational variation. It is unlikely that 

these two factors counterbalance their effects in intonation, because corrective focus 

(also the new condition) presumably has stronger prosodic marking than information 

focus (also the given condition). Finally, neutral focus was associated with only the new 

condition, because it would be unnatural to have a whole target sentence repeated twice 
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to make a given condition. Neutral focus usually is interpreted as an answer to a 

question such as “what happened”. Then, it is not possible to put the target sentence in 

the question. As will be seen in the results section, two steps of data analysis are taken 

to deal with the situation that there is no neutral-given condition. 

(2) Preceding context for creating four focus conditions and two conditions of 

newness for the post-boundary content. 

Here, we take the sentence with B3 boundary as an example and give only the 

Chinese characters and English translations in order to reduce clutter. Words in capital 

letters are under focus. 

(2a) Post-boundary given: 

Focus on X:  你是问，我买了什么，都送给毛奶奶了？我买了柚栗，都送给毛

奶奶了。 

Are you asking, what I bought and gave them all to grandma Mao? I 

bought NUTS, and gave them all to Maonainai.  

Focus on Y:  你是问，我买了柚栗，送没送给毛奶奶？我买了柚栗，都送给毛

奶奶了。 

Are you asking, I bought nuts, did I give them to Maonainai or not? I 

bought nuts, and gave them ALL to Maonainai. 

Focus on Z:  你是问，我买了柚栗，都送给谁了？我买了柚栗，都送给毛奶奶

了。 
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Are you asking, I bought nuts, who did I give them to? I bought nuts, 

and gave them all to MAONAINAI. 

(2b) Post-boundary new: 

Focus on X:  不是甜橙。我买了柚栗，都送给毛奶奶了。 

It is not orange. I bought NUTS, and gave them all to Maonainai. 

Focus on Y:  不是一半。我买了柚栗，都送给毛奶奶了。 

It’s not half. I bought nuts, and gave them ALL to Maonainai. 

Focus on Z:  不是李妈妈。我买了柚栗，都送给毛奶奶了。 

It’s not Limama. I bought nuts, and gave them all to MAONAINAI. 

Neutral focus: 我要告诉你一件事。我买了柚栗，都送给毛奶奶了。 

I need to tell you something. I bought nuts, and gave them all to 

Maonainai. 

Two sets of basic sentences were constructed with different tones, words and 

homophones of Y (dou1 meaning either “tote” or “all” in the first set of sentences; and 

hui4 meaning either “stew” or “will” in the second set of sentences). The tones of word 

X in the first and the second sentence set were FF and FH respectively. In the FF tone 

sequence the falling tone is in the same direction of post-focus F0 lowering, whereas in 

the FH sequence the high tone is in the opposite direction. In data analysis, we will take 

these into consideration.  

There were thus 2 (newness) × 3 (focus) × 3 (boundary) × 2 (base sentence) = 36 
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sentences with focus on either X, Y or Z words, and 2 (base sentence) × 3 (boundary 

condition) = 6 neutral sentences. In total, there were 42 unique sentences. For a full list 

of reading materials, see Appendix I. Eight speakers each recorded three repetitions of 

these sentences, thus providing 42 × 3 × 8 = 1008 sentences for analysis. 

2.2. Predictions	

Based on the literature review above, we made the following predictions for the three 

research questions. 

(a) Does post-focus compression apply across boundaries of different strengths? In 

particular, would a strong boundary block post-focus compression? 

PFC is expected in B1, and possibly also in B2. But the predictions are open as to 

whether PFC applies in B3. It is possible that B3 boundary will also block PFC. 

(b) Is boundary strength marked by both F0 and duration? How are boundary strength 

and focus encoded simultaneously in intonation? 

Durational differences across the three boundary conditions are expected, with silent 

pauses occurring in B3 condition, and possibly in B2 condition, but not in B1 condition. 

The amount of pre-boundary lengthening may also vary across the three boundaries. F0 

variations, such as pre-boundary lowering and phrase-initial rising, are probably larger 

across bigger boundaries. There might be some boundary-initial lengthening at a 

stronger boundary as well. 
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For the interaction between boundary strength and focus, there are at least two 

possibilities, i.e., one function may overtake the other one; or they are mostly 

independent of each other. In the first case, when a boundary-final word is under focus, 

it may not be lengthened further due to focus since the effect of final-lengthening 

already applies. In the second case, final-lengthening and lengthening due to focus may 

apply at the same time. For F0 variation, the effect of final-lowering and on-focus F0 

raising could cancel each other. 

(c) Does newness of post-boundary words have any effect on post-focus compression? 

This will depend on (i) whether newness is cued by F0 at all, and (ii) if it is, whether the 

F0 variation due to newness is also detectable post-focally. Based on our previous study 

[Wang and Xu, 2011], we are predicting that there is no systematic effect of newness on 

post-focus F0.  

2.3. Speakers	

Eight speakers, 5 females and 3 males aged between 20-25, participated in the 

experiment. They were all born and brought up in Beijing, and spoke Beijing Mandarin 

as their native language without speaking other dialects. They did not report any speech 

and hearing impairments. They were paid a small amount of money for their 

participation. 
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2.4. Recording	procedure	

The subjects were recorded individually in the speech lab at Minzu University of China. 

They were asked to read aloud both the context sentences and target sentences at a 

normal speed and in a natural way. They sat before a computer monitor, on which the 

test sentences were displayed, with the focused words highlighted, using AudiRec, a 

custom-written recording tool. The highlighting of the focused word was to make the 

reading task a little easier for the speakers, because the location of the focused word 

was already contextually determined. The subjects were asked to read both the context 

sentence and target sentence naturally, paying attention to both the text and 

punctuations. The speakers were asked to go through all the target sentences and read 

them in silence before the recording. During the recording, when the experimenter 

determined that a particular sentence was not said properly, e.g., wrong pronunciation 

or disfluency, the subject was asked to say the whole discourse again. This happened 

only occasionally. A Shure 58 Microphone was placed about 10-15 cm in front of the 

speaker. All sentences were digitized directly into a Thinkpad computer and saved as 

WAV files. The sampling rate was 48 KHz and the sampling format was one channel 

16-bit linear. Each subject read the sentences three times, once in each session, with 

about 5-minute breaks between sessions. In each session, all the 42 sentences were 

randomized, and each subject had a different randomization order. The total recording 

time was less than an hour, with a 5-minute practice at the beginning. 
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2.5. Acoustic	measurement	

The target sentences were extracted and saved as separate WAV files. The acoustic 

analysis procedures were similar to those in Wang and Xu [2011]. ProsodyPro, a Praat 

script [Xu, 2005-2012] running under Praat [Boersma and Weenink, 2005], was used to 

take F0 and duration measurements from the target sentences. With ProsodyPro, the 

first and the third authors segmented the target sentences into syllables, and at the same 

time hand-checked vocal cycles markings generated by Prosody for errors, such as 

double-marking and period skipping. ProsodyPro then generated syllable-by-syllable 

F0 contours that are either time-normalized or in the original time scale. At the same 

time, the script extracted various measurements, including maximum F0 and minimum 

F0 of the four target words (word X, Y, Y+1 and Z). 

3. Results 

In the following presentation of the results, we will first compare time-normalized F0 

contours. The time-normalization enables averaging across repetitions as well as 

speakers, which makes it possible to directly compare contours in fine detail. The 

graphical analysis is then followed by quantitative analyses, in which all the 

measurements, including duration, maximum F0 and minimum F0, were taken from F0 

contours on the original time scale. 

3.1. Graphical	comparison	of	F0	contours	

In order to show the effects of the key variables clearly, we will first compare two of the 
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variables, while keeping the third variable constant. Fig. 1 displays time-normalized F0 

contours of sentence set 1 in the three boundary and two newness conditions, with the 

four focus conditions overlaid in each plot. All the contours were averages across 8 

speakers and their three repetitions. We can see that all focused words show raised F0 

relative to the neutral focus F0 (as indicated by the upward arrows). This shows that 

on-focus raising of F0 occurred in all the boundary and newness conditions. F0 of 

post-focus words is lowered in all the boundary and newness conditions (as indicated 

by the downward arrows) relative to the corresponding neutral focus words in both X- 

and Y- focus conditions. The most interesting contours are the sentences in the X-focus 

condition. They show clearly that a strong prosodic boundary (B3) does not block 

post-focus F0 compression. 

Insert Figure 1 about here. 

The plots of sentence set 2 (Fig. 2) show very similar patterns, except that when word X 

is on focus, post-focus compression is clearly seen in the last word, but not in the words 

right after word X (i.e., word Y) in B1 and B2 conditions. However, in B3 condition, 

post-focus compression can be seen in word Y. This seems to be due to a familiar 

carryover effect [Chen and Xu, 2006; Xu, 1999; Wang and Xu, 2011]. That is, as 

introduced in the material section, the final on-focus syllable in sentence set 2 has a 

High tone (contrary to the Falling tone in sentence set 1), which, when exaggerated 

under focus, generates a rising momentum in the opposite direction as the post-focus F0 

compression. This rising momentum takes time to reverse by post-focus compression. 
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Such reversal time seems available in the B3 condition thanks to the pause (which, as 

shown later, is over 200 ms), but unavailable in B1 and B2 due to lack of pause. 

Regardless of this difference, post-focus F0 compression seems to apply across 

boundaries of all three strengths.  

Insert Figure 2 about here. 

Next, to check whether the amount of PFC differs across the boundary conditions, we 

put sentences with different boundary strengths together in Fig. 3. To save space, here 

we only present sentences in the new condition. In Fig. 3, we can see that pre-boundary 

syllables (word X) tend to have lower F0 in B3 than in the other two boundary 

conditions, whereas the difference between B1 and B2 conditions is relatively small. 

This is true of all the focus conditions. In the post-boundary syllable (word Y), 

sentences with B3 boundary do not show systematically higher F0 than those with B1 

and B2 boundaries. Sentences with B1 and B2 boundaries do not seem to differ much in 

any of the focus conditions. And the non-boundary words, i.e., those either before word 

X or after word Y, do not show any systematic variation of F0 across different boundary 

conditions either. Sentences in the given condition show roughly the same pattern.  

Insert Figure 3 about here. 

Finally, Fig. 4 compares sentences in the given and new conditions. Shown here are the 

F0 contours of sentence 1 in the three boundary and three focus conditions. In general, 

there is not much difference between the given and new conditions in any of the 
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boundary and focus conditions. The intonation contours of sentence set 2 (not shown 

here in the interest of space) show a similar pattern.  

Insert Figure 4 about here. 

In summary, from the graphical comparisons, we can see that focus has a systematic 

effect on F0: on-focus F0 raising and post-focus F0 lowering occur in all boundary and 

newness conditions. The F0 variation due to boundary strength shows visible yet small 

differences around the boundaries, which are mostly in terms of lowering the 

pre-boundary word under the B3 boundary condition. The newness of the 

post-boundary words does not show any clear impact on F0. 

3.2. Quantitative	analysis	of	F0 	

The main goal of the quantitative F0 analysis is to test the significance of the effects of 

focus, boundary and newness and their interactions. This is achieved by 3-way repeated 

measures ANOVAs on the maximum and minimum F0 of the four target words (word X, 

Y, Y+1 and Z) in the two sentence sets. Because the neutral focus sentences only have 

the post-boundary words being new, but not given (see 2.1), they are not included in the 

3-way ANOVAs. The two-way interaction of boundary and newness in neutral focus 

condition will be analyzed later in section 3.4. In addition, because focus effect is 

largely known, it is not critical for the current study to compare other focus conditions 

with neutral focus condition. Besides, because pre-focus F0 is known to remain largely 

unchanged from the neutral focus F0 [Xu, 1999; Chen and Gussenhoven, 2008], the 
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final-focus condition (Z-focus) can serve as the baseline for assessing the size of 

post-focus F0 lowering. 

3.2.1. Maximum F0 

Table 1 shows the maximum F0 of the four target words (X, Y, Y+1 and Z) in sentence 

set 1 and 2, in semitones (st = 12 log2[F0]). The maximum F0 of the word after the Y 

word (Y+1) is also shown here because, as seen in the graphical analysis, there is an 

effect of carryover articulatory velocity in the X-focus condition of sentence set 2, so 

the post-focus compression effect of X-focus is manifested mainly in the Y+1 word. 

The results of 3-way repeated measures ANOVAs on the maximum F0 of the three 

target words in the two sentence sets are shown in Table 2. The three independent 

variables are focus (focus on X, Y or Z word), boundary (B3, B2, B1) and newness 

(post-boundary words being given or new).  

Insert Table 1 about here. 

Insert Table 2 about here. 

We can see in Table 2 that focus effect is significant in all the words and in both 

sentences. In Table 1, focused words have the highest maximum F0, whereas post-focus 

words have the lowest maximum F0. On average, maximum F0 of on-focus, post-focus 

and pre-focus words are 96.6 st, 89.3 st and 92.5 st, respectively. Of the most interest to 

us is that in B3 sentences, PFC also applies. Looking at the maximum F0 values of B3 
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sentences (the last column of Table 1), if taking Z-Focus as a baseline, word Y and Y+1 

under X-Focus condition are lowered by 2.1 st and 4 st on average.  

For the effect of boundary strength on maximum F0, we can see in Table 2 that the 

pre-boundary word (word X) shows significant effect in both sentences. Fig. 5 

compares maximum F0 of word X under the three boundary conditions when the 

focused word is either X, Y or Z. We can see that maximum F0 in B3 is lower than in B1 

and B2 sentences, and this holds when focus is in word X and word Y, but not in the 

Z-focus condition. This effect seems to be due to a phrase-final F0 lowering, which is 

related to the well-known sentence-final lowering [Liberman and Pierrehumbert, 1984]. 

The absence of this boundary effect in Z-focus is interesting, as it suggests that the 

anticipation of an upcoming focus at the end of the whole sentence somehow forces the 

two constituent phrases closer together. 

Insert Figure 5 about here. 

For the boundary effect in the Y word, Table 2 shows that it is significant in sentence set 

2 but not in sentence set 1. That is, the maximum F0 of the post-boundary word (word Y) 

is lower in B3 than in B1 and B2 in the X-focus condition. As discussed earlier, the 

articulation time provided by the long B3 boundary is likely sufficient for post-focus 

compression to reverse the rising momentum of the preceding on-focus high tone. 

Given its articulatory nature, this effect is largely a byproduct of tonal articulation 

relating to focus rather than a genuine boundary effect.  
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Finally, Table 2 also shows that the difference between the two newness conditions is 

not significant in most cases. Only the X word in sentence set 1 shows an effect at the p 

< 0.05 level (93.4 vs. 94.1 st in given and new conditions on average). Newness of 

post-boundary words does not seem to have any direct impact on F0. 

3.2.2. Minimum F0 

Table 3 presents minimum F0 of word X and Y in different focus and boundary 

conditions when post-boundary words were given. The results of minimum F0 under 

the new condition are similar to what is shown in Table 3. Table 4 shows the results of 

3-way repeated measures ANOVAs on minimum F0 of the four target words (X, Y, Y+1 

and Z), with focus, boundary and newness as independent variables. We can see in 

Table 4 that there were boundary effects only in word X and word Y. In B3 condition, 

the pre-boundary word ends with a lower minimum F0 (89.2 st, 90.3 st, 90.9 st in B3, 

B2 and B1 conditions respectively, averaged across all focus conditions) and the 

post-boundary word starts with a higher minimum F0 (92.0 st, 91.3 st, and 90.6 st in B3, 

B2 and B1 conditions respectively, averaged across all focus conditions). Post-hoc tests 

show that pre-boundary lowering and post-boundary rising in minimum F0 reaches the 

significant level of p < .05 only between B3 and B1 conditions, whereas B2 boundary 

shows no significant difference from either B1 or B3. Moreover, these two boundary 

effects hold for all the focus conditions (see Table 4). 

As for focus effect, it is significant in almost all the words (see Table 4), except for 
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word X in the first sentence. The values in Table 3 show that focused words have higher 

minimum F0 than their un-focused counterparts. On average, minimum F0 of word X in 

the X-focus condition is 1.1 st higher than that in the Y-focus and Z-focus conditions. 

Finally, we can see in Table 4 that newness does not have effects on any of the words. 

Neither is there any interaction between newness and boundary or between newness 

and focus. 

Insert Table 3 about here. 

Insert Table 4 about here. 

Overall, the results of the graphic and quantitative analyses on F0 can be summarized as 

follows. (1) Focus has a stable tri-zone realization in all the newness and boundary 

conditions: pre-focus F0 is largely intact, on-focus F0 is raised, and post-focus F0 is 

lowered, in terms of both maximum and minimum F0. Most importantly, PFC applies 

across a strong boundary. (2) Boundary effect on F0 mostly occurs in the pre-boundary 

word, with lower ending F0 before a stronger boundary, in terms of both maximum and 

minimum F0. A post-boundary word seems to start with higher minimum F0 when the 

boundary is stronger but shows no difference in maximum F0. However, the boundary 

effect in F0 is not equally sensitive to all the three boundaries. Most of the boundary 

difference is seen between B3 and B1/B2 conditions, with no clear difference between 

B1 and B2 conditions. Moreover, pre-boundary F0 lowering is absent when focus is 

toward the end of a sentence. (3) Newness of the post-boundary part does not show any 
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clear effect in either maximum or minimum F0. 

3.3. Duration	

3.3.1. Silent pause 

Fig. 6 displays duration of silent pause in the two sentence sets in different focus, 

boundary and newness conditions. B3 has much longer silent pauses than the other two 

boundaries in all the focus and newness conditions (214.1 ms, 8.0 ms and 2.9 ms for B3, 

B2, and B1 conditions, respectively). Here in B1 and B2 conditions, silent pauses occur 

only occasionally. Two 3-way repeated measures ANOVAs, with focus, boundary and 

newness as independent variables, show that boundary has an effect (Sentence set 1: 

F(2, 14)=174.851, p<.001; Sentence set 2: F(2, 14)=264.005, p<.001), but focus does 

not (Sentence set 1: F(2, 14)=1.351, n.s.; Sentence set 2: F(2, 14)=0.835, n.s.). Newness 

has a marginal effect on silent pause in sentence set 1 (F(1, 7)=6.034, p=0.044) but not 

in sentence set 2 (F(1, 7)=1.216, n.s.). In sentence set 1, when the post-boundary words 

are new, pause duration is slightly longer than when they are given (258ms vs. 226ms). 

However, this effect is not stable, as it disappears in sentence set 2. 

Insert Figure 6 about here. 

To further test whether focus location and newness have any effect on pause duration, 

we compared B3 boundary in a 3-way repeated measures ANOVA, with sentence, 

newness and focus as independent variables. Both sentence (F(1, 7)=32.226, p<.001) 
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and newness (F(1, 7)=6.889, p=0.034) have main effects, but not focus (F(2, 14)=1.317, 

n.s.). At a B3 boundary, the pause duration is 242.4 ms and 185.9 ms in sentence set 1 

and 2, respectively. Focus does not change pause duration. However, the pause duration 

is slightly longer when post-boundary part is new than it is given, which mainly comes 

from sentence set 1 as discussed above. 

3.3.2. Phrase-final lengthening 

Fig. 7 displays durations of word X in the three focus conditions in three boundary 

conditions. The corresponding values of the two newness conditions are averaged (as 

we will see later that newness has no effect). We can see that, duration of pre-boundary 

word increases as boundary gets stronger in all the focus conditions, and the difference 

between B3 and the other two boundaries is greater than the difference between B1 and 

B2 conditions. Also, when word X is focused, it has the longest duration. 

Insert Figure 7 about here. 

We applied 3-way repeated measures ANOVAs on phrase-final duration for the two 

sentence sets separately, with focus, boundary and newness as independent variables. 

Results show that boundary (Sentence set 1: F(2, 14)=24.938, p<.001; Sentence set 2: 

F(2, 14)=32.87, p<.001) and focus (Sentence set 1: Focus: F(2, 14)=58.719, p<.001; 

Sentence set 2: F(2, 14)=63.156, p<.001) both have significant main effects, and the 

interaction between them is also significant (Sentence set 1: F(4, 28)=8.612, p=0.006; 

Sentence set 2: F(4, 28)=16.119, p<.001). Newness does not show any effect (Sentence 
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set 1: F(1, 7)=4.915, n.s.; Sentence set 2: F(1, 7)=0.827, n.s.). Simple-effect tests show 

that there are significant differences among the three boundaries in Y-focus and Z-focus 

conditions. In the X-focus condition, word duration of X in B3 boundary is 

significantly longer than in B1 and B2 boundaries, but there is no difference between 

B1 and B2 boundaries. This is true of both sentences. 

From the above analysis, we can see that for B3 boundary, not only phrase final words 

lengthened, but also silent pause was inserted. Given that both pre-boundary 

lengthening and pause serve to signal a boundary, in Fig. 8, the pre-boundary word 

duration and pause duration are combined, following Xu and Wang [2009]. It can be 

seen that B3 stands out even more from the other two boundaries compared to Fig. 7. 

B2 and B1 are different but in a much smaller scale. Similar 3-way repeated measures 

ANOVAs show effects of boundary (Sentence set 1: F(2, 14)=214.385, p<.001; 

Sentence set 2: F(2, 14)=235.086, p<.001), focus (Sentence set 1: F(2, 14)=46.752, 

p<.001; Sentence set 2: F(2, 14)=39.159, p<.001) and their interaction (Sentence set 1: 

F(4, 28)=14.449, p<.001; Sentence set 2: F(4, 28)=7.548, p=0.009). Again, newness 

has an effect in sentence set 1 (F(1, 7)=10.893, p=0.013), but not in sentence set 2. 

Similar to the results of pre-boundary word duration, simple effect tests also show that 

the three boundaries differ significantly in the Y-focus and Z-focus conditions. In the 

X-focus condition, B3 boundary has the longest duration, but no difference between B1 

and B2 boundary is found. 

Insert Figure 8 about here. 
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In general, a pre-boundary word shows longer duration when it is on focus, in all the 

boundary conditions. As for boundary effect, a pre-boundary word shows longer 

duration when the boundary is stronger, provided that the pre-boundary word is not 

focused. When the pre-boundary word is focused, a larger boundary still leads to longer 

pre-boundary word duration, but there is no difference between small boundaries. 

3.3.3. Phrase-initial lengthening 

The effect of phrase-initial lengthening is assessed with the duration of word Y, whose 

means in different focus and boundary conditions are displayed in Fig. 9. First, we can 

see that word Y is the longest when it is on-focus. In terms of boundary effect, word Y 

is much longer in B1 boundary than in the other two boundaries. This is because in B1, 

“dou1 (tote bag)” in the word “you4li4dou1 (Youli tote)” is actually the final syllable of 

a compound (as is also true of sentence set 2), whereas in B2 and B3 conditions, “dou 

(all)”, though being a mono-morphemic word, seems to have joined the following two 

syllables to form a tri-syllabic phrase, which makes it phrase-initial. Thus the duration 

difference of word Y between B1 and B2/B3 boundary is due to word structure rather 

than boundary degree. Between B2 and B3 conditions, while the word structure is the 

same, the duration of word Y is not much different (182.9 ms and 177.1 ms on average).  

Insert Figure 9 about here. 

Separate 3-way repeated measures ANOVAs were carried out for the two sentence sets, 

with newness, boundary and focus as independent variables and duration of word Y as 
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dependent variable. There are significant effects of boundary (Sentence set 1: F(2, 

14)=66.075, p<.001; Sentence set 2: F(2, 14)=24.099, p<.001), focus (Sentence set 1: 

F(2, 14)=54.751, p<.001; Sentence set 2: F(2, 14)=66.891, p<.001) and their interaction 

(Sentence set 1: F(4, 28)=17.102, p=0.021; Sentence set 2: F(4, 28)=5.627, p=0.013). 

Again, newness does not show any effect in either of the two sentence sets. Simple 

effect analysis shows that the Y word is significantly longer in B1 boundary than in the 

other two boundaries in all the focus conditions, and the difference between B2 and B3 

conditions reaches significance level only in the Y-focus condition, which is the case in 

both sentences. However, the two sentence sets show opposite directions, with Y word 

being longer in B3 than in B2 in sentence set 1 (280.6 ms vs. 261.6 ms), but shorter in 

B3 than in B2 in sentence set 2 (208.7 ms vs. 228.2 ms). Overall, therefore, no clear 

systematic phrase-initial lengthening can be seen. 

3.4. Further	analysis	of	interaction	between	boundary	and	focus	 	

In the preceding analyses, to investigate the interaction of focus, boundary and newness, 

the neutral focus sentences have been excluded, because when the post-boundary part is 

given, there is no neutral focus condition. Here we include the neutral focus condition 

in a 2-way analysis to further examine the interaction between boundary and focus, 

with the newness factor excluded given its lack of effect on F0. Table 5 presents mean 

maximum F0 of word X and Y in the four focus and three boundary conditions when the 

post-boundary part is new. Table 6 shows the results of 2-way repeated measures 

ANOVAs. 
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Insert Table 5 about here. 

Insert Table 6 about here. 

Again, we can see that focus has effects on both words of the two sentence sets. In 

Sentence set 1, word Y in X-focus condition has the lowest maximum F0 in all the 

boundary conditions, due to PFC. It is not shown in sentence set 2, due to the carryover 

articulation explained before (see 3.1 and 3.2). 

As for boundary effect, consistent with the other focus conditions (Figure 3), B3 

boundary shows lower maximum F0 in word X in the neutral focus condition. In word Y, 

it does not show any difference among the three boundaries in the neutral focus 

condition. These results are all consistent with the results shown in 3.2. 

4. General discussion 

This experiment largely answered the research questions raised in the introduction. We 

have seen clear results on whether and how boundary, focus, and newness affect F0, and 

how they affect duration. These results are summarized briefly below, followed by an 

in-depth discussion. 

(a) Does PFC apply across boundaries of different strengths? In particular, would a 

strong boundary block post-focus compression? 

Answer: Yes, PFC applies in all the boundary conditions, and it is not blocked by a 

strong boundary with a relatively long silent pause (longer than 200 ms). Moreover, F0 
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of post-focus words is lowered in all the boundary conditions to roughly the same 

degree. Meanwhile, on-focus F0 raising also applies in words either before or after a 

boundary. In short, boundary strength does not affect how focus is realized. 

(b) Is boundary strength marked by both F0 and duration? How are boundary strength 

and focus encoded simultaneously in intonation? 

Answer: Duration is a more consistent cue of boundary strength, while the role of F0 is 

limited and conditional. Phrase-final F0 lowering and phrase initial F0 raising are 

applied only when the boundary is strong. In our case, it is between two clauses that are 

separated by a long silent pause. However, F0 does not reflect different boundary 

degrees. Instead, the accumulative effect of pre-boundary lengthening and silent pause 

is sensitive to all the three boundary strengths. In addition, there is no consistent 

phrase-initial lengthening. The effect of boundary strength and focus in the phrase-final 

word occur in parallel in that final- F0-lowering and on-focus F0 raising both apply, and 

so do final-lengthening and on-focus lengthening. However, interactions between 

boundary marking and focus still occur. A late focus in the second constituent smooths 

the connection between the two constituents by reducing the effect of final-lowering of 

the first constituent. 

(c) Does newness have any effect on post-focus compression? 

Answer: No, newness of post-boundary words shows no systematic effect on F0. As 

expected, pitch range of post-focus words is compressed regardless of whether they are 
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given or new.  

Altogether, the results are in favor of a functional view of focus assignment, i.e., 

speakers place focus on a part of an utterance they need to highlight based on the 

discourse context [Bolinger, 1972; Chafe, 1974; Halliday, 1967], whereas phrasing and 

newness of information do not change how focus is realized. Phrasing, on the other 

hand, is independent of focus, because its function is to signal the closeness of adjacent 

words, mostly via durational adjustment of pre-boundary words and optional silent 

pauses. Phrase final F0 lowering and phrase initial F0 raising are applied when a 

boundary is relatively strong, e.g., between two clauses and with a long silent pause. 

Note that two functions being independent of each other does not mean they do not 

interact. Rather, it only means that they convey different meanings and they have their 

own encoding mechanisms. In statistic terms, two factors have to be both independent 

before their interactions can be examined. Factors that are not independent of each 

other would in contrast be considered as being confounded. 

4.1. Focus	and	newness	

The present results about focus realization are consistent with previous findings [Chen 

and Gussenhoven, 2008; Wang and Féry, 2012; Wang and Xu, 2011; Xu, Chen and 

Wang, 2012; Xu, 1999]. The tri-zone pattern of focus is seen in all the boundary and 

newness conditions (Fig. 1 and 2). That is, pre-focus F0 is largely intact, on-focus F0 is 

raised and expanded, while post-focus F0 is lowered and compressed. Importantly, 
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post-focus compression applies across a strong boundary, which is consistent with the 

findings about split sentences of Chinese [Wang and Féry, 2012]. We can now 

generalize that a relatively long pauses per se does not block post-focus compression, 

based on two facts. First, the manifestation of focus is largely independent of other 

communicative factors, e.g., boundary marking in the present study. Second, the role of 

F0 in signaling boundary strength is limited (see more detailed discussion in section 

4.2).  

Also, as mentioned in the method section (2.1), when post-boundary words are new, the 

type of focus can be described as corrective; whereas when the post-boundary words 

are given, the focus type can be described as informational. The results here, however, 

show no difference between the given and new conditions (see Figure 4). This also 

means that the so-called contrastive focus and information focus do not differ in F0. 

This finding is consistent with the finding of Kügler and Ganzel [2014] that there is no 

difference between corrective focus and counter-preposition focus in Mandarin, and the 

finding of Chen and Gussenhoven [2008] that exaggerated focus differs from regular 

focus in duration but not in F0. 

As expected, newness, as defined by whether a word has been mentioned in the 

previous context, did not show any effect on F0 and duration. The newness of 

post-boundary words did not lead to any over-all F0 raising or give rise to any additional 

focus in the post-focus part, not even in the case when there is a long pause separating 

the focus and post-focus parts (see Figure 4). Katz and Selkirk [2011] have also found 
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in English that words under contrastive focus show greater duration, intensity, and F0 

movement than elements that are discourse-new. This indicates that a word is not 

necessarily focused just because it is first mentioned. Despite proposals that newness is 

one of the factors that determine the occurrence of focus [Brown, 1983; Chafe, 1976; 

Nooteboom and Terken, 1982; Nooteboom and Kruyt, 1987; Prince, 1981], the present 

results, consistent with those of Katz and Selkirk [2011], show that as long as focus is 

explicitly controlled, newness does not lead to additional variation in F0 or duration. 

These results are also consistent with the finding for German that degree of newness is 

not reflected in F0 [Baumann and Hadelich, 2003]. As Ladd [1996] and Terken [1984] 

have suggested, there are factors other than newness that determine the occurrence of 

pitch accents. We can see that when focus and newness are defined separately as in the 

current study and in Chen, Wang and Yang [2014], their phonetic manifestations as well 

as cognitive processing can be clearly distinguished. 

4.2. Boundary	marking	

In this study, we carefully controlled focus and newness of the post-boundary words 

when examining the effect of boundary marking. It is surprising that, when all the other 

factors are largely controlled, the effect of boundary on F0 is limited, and sometimes 

even not sensitive enough to distinguish all the three boundaries. Boundary effect 

shows mostly in the pre-boundary word, in the form of phrase-final F0 lowering at a 

strong boundary. Phrase-initial F0 raising occurs only when a boundary is strong, and 

mostly only in terms of minimum F0. In addition, the boundary effect on F0 of 
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phrase-final word seems to be magnified by focus. When the pre-boundary or 

post-boundary word is on-focus, the pre-boundary word has lower F0 in B3 conditions 

than in B1 and B2 conditions. The difference is 1.2 st on average. Such an effect 

disappears in neutral focus and Z-focus (see Fig. 5). A late focus or no focus seem to 

smooth the F0 conjunction between two phrases. Interestingly, such an effect does not 

have any impact on pause duration (see Fig. 6). Thus the scope of F0 manifestation of 

focus can be as large as the whole sentence, while duration adjustment by focus is local, 

mostly on the focused word itself. 

Another tonal effect worth mentioning is that lexical tone is more fully realized before a 

stronger boundary. The difference between B1 and B2 boundary is noticeable just by 

looking at the tonal contours (see Fig. 3). Tonal realization could also be used as a cue 

for boundary perception. We can notice that tones are more fully realized under focus as 

well. The difference between the full realizations of tone at a boundary and under focus 

is that focus causes large pitch raising and pitch range expansion of the whole tone and 

post-focus compression, whereas boundary generates pitch lowering only in the final 

part of the tone. 

Swerts [1997] reported that pitch reset is related to boundary strength in Dutch. Pitch 

reset, in that study, was measured in two steps. First, in any given phrase, the highest F0 

peak in an accented syllable at the vowel’s amplitude maximum was taken as a measure 

of pitch range. Second, the distance in semitones was measured between the pitch range 

values before and after a given boundary of a particular strength. The correlation 
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between boundary strength and pitch reset was, though significant, only 0.35. Although 

this measurement reduced some effect of focus-led pitch raising, it does not really 

reveal how a boundary affects F0. From the current data, we can see that boundary 

effects are local, limited to only syllables adjacent to the boundary, and mostly in the 

pre-boundary syllable (see Fig. 3). The large pitch reset (> 4.5 st) found by Swerts 

[1997] may very likely have come from the new topic effect [Umeda, 1982; Wang and 

Xu, 2011; Wang, Xu and Xu, 2011], given that the scope of the reset measurement 

covers a large temporal domain and the material used in that study. 

We also notice that in previous studies, while talking about pitch reset at prosodic 

boundary, hardly any direct comparison is made. But whenever it is possible to keep 

everything else constant, boundary effect on F0 is very small. For instance, Ladd [1988] 

used sentences in the form of “Allen is a stronger campaigner, and Ryan has more 

popular policies, but Warren has a lot more money”. By changing “and” and “but” in 

the sentence, “A and B but C” can be directly compared with “A but B and C”. His 

finding is that the top-line of B constituent starts with higher pitch when it is after “but” 

than when it is after “and” (5 Hz difference on average for one speaker), and the 

difference only holds in the phrase initial point, but not in any following pitch points or 

in pre-boundary ending pitch. We can see that although there is some difference in 

phrase initial pitch between two boundary strengths, the difference is very small (Fig. 3 

in Ladd, 1988), and even that difference may at least partially reflect a known effect of 

topic shift introduced by the word “but”. Such a topic shift or new topic has been found 
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to increase F0 in sentence initial words [Umeda, 1982; Wang and Xu, 2011, Wang, Xu 

and Xu, 2011]. Thus it is not easy to tease apart the two sources of phrase initial F0 

raising, namely, boundary marking and topic shift, while studying the boundary effect 

between sentences. 

Some other similar experiments with controlled material led to the same finding that 

duration is a more consistent cue of boundary marking than F0 [English: Allbritton, 

McKoon and Ratcliff, 1996; Katz et al., 1996; Lehiste, 1973; Mandarin: Xu and Wang, 

2009]. In the present study, we found that by combining the two durational cues, i.e., 

pre-boundary lengthening and silent pause, as proposed in Xu [2009], not only can the 

three boundaries be well distinguished, but also the degree of similarity between 

different boundaries is clearly marked. As we have seen, the difference between B1 and 

B2 boundaries is smaller than that between B1/B2 and B3 boundaries. In Fig. 7, we can 

see that pre-boundary lengthening is much greater in B3 than in either B1 or B2, with 

the latter two having much smaller differences between them. The average 

pre-boundary word durations for B1, B2 and B3 are 384.8 ms, 411.1 ms, and 469.3 ms, 

respectively. Since B3 has a much longer silent pause, when silent pause is added, the 

duration correspondence to boundary strength becomes even more consistent. 

For pause duration, focus does not show any effect. The newness of post-boundary 

words shows effect on sentence set 1, but not on sentence set 2. Thus, the newness 

effect on pause duration is not consistent. Also pause duration differs significantly 

between the two sentence sets, which may be due to some unknown factors other than 
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boundary strength, sentence length and syntactic structure. 

With regard to phrase-initial duration, as analyzed in 3.3.3, unlike in previous studies 

[Korean: Cho and Keating, 2001; English: Fougeron and Keating, 1997], we did not 

find consistent phrase-initial lengthening when the boundary is stronger. Here we 

notice that although Cho and Keating [2001], Fougeron and Keating [1997] and 

Keating et al. [2003] all found linguopalatal contact and duration of phrase-initial 

consonant to be greater in higher prosodic boundary condition, the methods they used 

were very different. Fougeron and Keating [1997] compared phrase-initial syllable 

with all the other syllables in medial or final positions of the same prosodic category, 

e.g., intermediate phrase or intonational phrase. In other words, it shows that a word at 

phrase-initial position is longer than the same word at phrase-medial and -final 

positions. This is a sequential comparison. Cho and Keating [2001], in contrast, used an 

in-situ comparison as in the current study. Different syntactic structures were used to 

control boundary strength while keeping words before the target word identical across 

different boundary strengths. They found that the initial consonant was longer when the 

boundary strength was greater. Keating and her colleagues [2003] used similar method 

to compare English, French, Korean and Taiwanese. Although they found that in all 

these languages speakers made some distinction on phrase initial consonant between 

word internal and phrase initial conditions, there was no systematic cues for other 

prosodic levels, e.g. syllable-, word- or small-phrase-initial. In the current study, we 

found that not only phrase-initial duration was not used to distinguish boundary 
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strength, but also phrase-initial F0 showed no effect of boundary strength. 

Putting all the results together, we can conclude that duration is the main acoustic cue 

for boundary marking. Final-lengthening and optional pause duration are highly 

sensitive to boundary strength. The effect on F0 by boundary strength is limited to 

final-lowering at a strong boundary. Phrase-initial duration does not show any stable or 

systematic lengthening even at a strong boundary. 

Although intensity has also been found to be important for marking boundary 

[Fougeron and Keating, 1997; Lehiste, 1973] and prominence [Kochanski et al., 2005], 

due to space limit, we did not discuss the role of intensity in this paper. Based on 

previous research, however, intensity change is largely consistent with F0 change for 

focus [Xu, Chen and Wang, 2012] and topic [Alku et al. 2002; Grosz and Hirschberg, 

1992] marking. Future studies can also look into possible roles of intensity for 

boundary marking.  

5. Conclusions 

By keeping as many known factors as possible under systematic control, and in 

particular by making in-situ rather than sequential comparisons, we have found results 

that largely confirm the tri-zone focus realization that was established by Cooper, Eady 

and Mueller [1985] for English and Xu [1999] for Mandarin, among many others. The 

current results, for the first time, have shown that post-focus F0 compression or PFC, 

the most consistent aspect of the tri-zone pattern, is not blocked by a strong boundary 
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with a long silent pause (over 200 ms). Furthermore, in line with Lehiste [1973], Katz et 

al. [1996], Allbritton, McKoon and Ratcliff [1996] and Xu and Wang [2009], the 

current results have shown that the combined duration of pre-boundary word and silent 

pause [Xu, 2009] provides the most reliable cue for boundary strength, while the role of 

F0 in boundary marking is limited to phrase-final lowering and phrase-initial raising of 

minimum F0 at a strong boundary—a boundary between two clauses in the current 

study. The reverse also appears to be true, i.e., focus does not seem to change the basic 

boundary marking strategy, with no impact on final-lengthening or pause duration. The 

only noticeable effect of focus on boundary is that a late focus in a sentence seems to 

reduce phrase-final F0 lowering, thus slightly weakening a strong boundary. Finally, 

like in Wang and Xu [2011], newness is again found to have little direct effect on F0. Put 

together, the results provide clear evidence that focus and boundary marking are two 

separate communicative functions encoded largely in parallel. 
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8. Appendix I : Reading material 

In the following the abbreviations are as below. 

XF: focus on word X (the word right before the boundary) 

YF: focus on word Y (the word right after the boundary) 

ZF: focus on word Z (the last word) 

NF: neutral focus 

1sg: first person 

2sg: second person 

ASP: aspect marker 

CL: classifier 

COP: copula (shi4 in Mandarin) 

And the number of 1-4 in the Pinying layer stands for High, Rising, Low-dipping and 

Falling tone respectively, and 0 stands for neutral tone. 

Words with all capital letters are the focused words.  

 

Sentence set 1-B3-Given 

XF: 你是问，我买了什么，都送给毛奶奶了？ 我买了柚栗，都送给毛奶奶了。 

 ni3 shi4 wen4, wo3 mai3 le0 shen2me0, dou1 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai0 le0? 

wo3 mai3 le0 YOU4LI4, dou1 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai3 le0. 

 you COP ask, 1sg. buy ASP what, all give-to Maonainai ASP? 1sg. buy ASP 
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NUT, all give-to Maonainai ASP. 

 Are you asking, what did I buy and give all of them to Maonainai? I bought 

NUTS, and gave them all to Maonainai. 

YF: 你是问，我买了柚栗，送没送给毛奶奶？  我买了柚栗，都送给毛奶奶了。 

 ni3 shi4 wen4, wo3 mai3 le0 you4li4, song4 mei2 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai0? 

wo3 mai3 le0 you4li4, DOU1 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai3 le0. 

 you COP ask, 1sg. buy ASP nut, give not give-to Maonainai? 1sg. buy ASP nut, 

ALL give-to Maonainai ASP. 

Are you asking, I bought nuts, did I give them to Maonainai or not? I bought nuts, 

and gave them ALL to Maonainai. 

ZF: 你是问，我买了柚栗，都送给谁了？ 我买了柚栗，都送给毛奶奶了。 

 ni3 shi4 wen4, wo3 mai3 le0 you4li4, dou1 song4gei3 shui2 le0? wo3 mai3 le0 

you4li4, dou1 song4gei3 Mao2Nai3Nai3 le0. 

 you COP ask, 1sg. buy ASP nut, all give-to whom? 1sg. buy ASP nut, all give-to 

MAONAINAI ASP. 

Are you asking, I bought nuts, whom did I give them to? I bought nuts, and gave 

them all to MAONAINAI. 
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Sentence set 1-B3-New 

NF: 我要告诉你一件事。 我买了柚栗，都送给毛奶奶了。 

 wo3 yao4 gao4shu4 ni3 yi2 jian4 shi4. wo3 mai3 le0 you4li4, dou1 song4gei3 

mao2nai3nai3 le0. 

 1sg. want tell 2sg. one CL matter. 1sg buy ASP nut, all give-to Maonainai ASP. 

 I need to tell you something. I bought nuts, and gave them all to Maonainai. 

XF: 不是甜橙。我买了柚栗，都送给毛奶奶了。 

 bu2 shi4 tian2chen2. wo3 mai3 le0 YOU4LI4, dou1 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai3 

le0. 

 Not COP orange. 1sg. buy ASP NUT, all give-to Maonainai ASP. 

 It was not orange. I bought NUTS, and gave them all to Maonainai. 

YF: 不是一半。我买了柚栗，都送给毛奶奶了。 

 bu2 shi4 yi2ban4. wo3 mai3 le0 you4li4, DOU1 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai3 le0. 

 not COP half. 1sg. buy ASP nut, ALL give-to Maonainai ASP. 

It was not half. I bought nuts, and gave them ALL to Maonainai. 

ZF: 不是李妈妈。我买了柚栗，都送给毛奶奶了。 
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 bu4 shi4 li3ma1ma0. wo3 mai3 le0 you4li4, dou1 song4gei3 Mao2Nai3Nai3 le0. 

 not be Limama. 1sg. buy ASP nut, all give-to MAONAINAI ASP. 

It was not Limama. I bought nuts, and gave them all to MAONAINAI. 

 

Sentence set 1-B2-Given 

XF: 你是问，我买的什么都送给毛奶奶了？我买的柚栗都送给毛奶奶了。 

 ni3 shi4 wen4, wo3 mai3 de0 shen2me0, dou1 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai0 le0? 

wo3 mai3 de0 YOU4LI4, dou1 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai3 le0. 

 you COP ask, 1sg. buy NOM what, all give-to Maonainai ASP? 1sg. buy NOM 

NUT, all give-to Maonainai ASP. 

 Are you asking, what was that which I bought and gave all of them to Maonainai? 

The NUTS I bought were all given to Maonainai. 

YF: 你是问，我买的柚栗送没送给毛奶奶？我买的柚栗都送给毛奶奶了。 

 ni3 shi4 wen4, wo3 mai3 de0 you4li4 song4 mei2 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai0? 

wo3 mai3 de0 you4li4 DOU1 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai3 le0. 

 you COP ask, 1sg. buy NOM nut give not give-to Maonainai? 1sg. buy NOM 

nut ALL give-to Maonainai ASP. 
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Are you asking, did I give the nuts that I bought to Maonainai or not? The NUTS I 

bought were all given to Maonainai. 

ZF: 你是问，我买的柚栗都送给谁了？我买的柚栗都送给毛奶奶了。 

 ni3 shi4 wen4, wo3 mai3 de0 you4li4 dou1 song4gei3 shui2 le0? wo3 mai3 de0 

you4li4 dou1 song4gei3 Mao2Nai3Nai3 le0. 

 you COP ask, 1sg. buy NOM nut all give-to whom ASP? 1sg. buy NOM nut all 

give-to MAONAINAI ASP. 

Are you asking, whom did I gave all the nuts that I bought? The nuts I bought were 

all given to MAONAINAI. 

Sentence set 1-B2-New 

The context sentences in the new condition were the same as those in sentence set 

1-B3-new condition. Below we only listed the sentences with Chinese characters and 

English translation to save some space. 

NF: 我要告诉你一件事。我买的柚栗都送给毛奶奶了。 

 I need to tell you something. The nuts I bought were all given to Maonainai. 

XF: 不是甜橙。 我买的柚栗都送给毛奶奶了。 

 It is not organge. The NUTS I bought were all given to Maonainai. 
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YF: 不是一半。 我买的柚栗都送给毛奶奶了。 

 It is not half. The nuts I bought were ALL given to Maonainai. 

ZF: 不是李妈妈。 我买的柚栗都送给毛奶奶了。 

It is not Limama. The nuts I bought were all given to MAONAINAI. 

 

Sentence set 1-B1-Given 

XF: 你是问，我买的什么兜送给毛奶奶了？我买的柚栗兜送给毛奶奶了。 

 ni3 shi4 wen4, wo3 mai3 de0 shen2me0 dou1 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai0 le0? wo3 

mai3 de0 YOU4LI4 dou1 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai3 le0. 

 you COP ask, 1sg. buy NOM what tote give-to Maonainai ASP? 1sg. buy NOM 

NUT tote give-to Maonainai ASP. 

 Are you asking, what kind of tote that I bought was gave to Maonainai? The 

“NUT” tote I bought was given to Maonainai. 

YF: 你是问，我买的柚栗什么送给毛奶奶了？我买的柚栗兜送给毛奶奶了。 

 ni3 shi4 wen4, wo3 mai3 de0 you4li4 shen2me0 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai0 le0? 

wo3 mai3 de0 you4li4 DOU1 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai3 le0. 

 you COP ask, 1sg. buy NOM nut what give-to Maonainai? 1sg. buy NOM nut 
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TOTE give-to Maonainai ASP. 

Are you asking, what kind of thing with nut that I bought was given to Maonainai? 

The “nut” TOTE I bought was given to Maonainai. 

ZF: 你是问，我买的柚栗兜送给谁了？我买的柚栗兜送给毛奶奶了。 

 ni3 shi4 wen4, wo3 mai3 de0 you4li4 dou1 song4gei3 shui2 le0? wo3 mai3 de0 

you4li4 dou1 song4gei3 Mao2Nai3Nai3 le0. 

 you COP ask, 1sg. buy NOM nut tote give-to whom ASP? 1sg. buy NOM nut 

tote give-to MAONAINAI ASP. 

Are you asking, whom did I gave the “nut” tote that I bought? The “nut” TOTE I 

bought was given to Maonainai. 

 

Sentence set 1-B1-New 

Again, context sentences in the new condition of B1 boundary are almost the same as 

those in Sentence set 1-B3-New, except that in YF condition, to make a contrast with 

“dou1 (tote)”, we used “bu4 (cloth)” in the context sentence. 

NF 我要告诉你一件事。  我买的柚栗兜送给毛奶奶了。 

I need to tell you something. The “nut” tote I bought was given to Maonainai. 
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XF 不是甜橙。 我买的柚栗兜送给毛奶奶了。 

It is not orange. The NUT tote I bought was given to Maonainai. 

YF 不是布。 我买的柚栗兜送给毛奶奶了。 

It is not cloth. The nut TOTE I bought was given to Maonainai. 

ZF 不是李妈妈。 我买的柚栗兜送给毛奶奶了。 

It is not Limama. The “nut” tote I bought was given to MAONAINAI. 

Sentence set 2-base sentences of the three boundary conditions, the context sentences 

for focus conditions and newness were all constructed the same way as those for 

sentence set 1. For the interest of space, we do not list all the context sentences for 

sentence set 2. 

B3: 我买了绿蛙，会送给毛奶奶。 

wo3 mai3 le0 lv4wa1, hui4 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai0. 

1sg buy ASP frog, will give-to Maonainai. 

I bought frog, and will give them to Maonainai. 

B2: 我买的绿蛙会送给毛奶奶。 

wo3 mai3 de0 lv4wa1 hui4 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai0. 
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1sg buy NOM frog will give to Maonainai. 

The frog that I bought will be given to Maonainai. 

B1: 我买的绿蛙烩送给毛奶奶了。 

wo3 mai3 de0 lv4wa1 hui4 song4gei3 mao2nai3nai0 le0. 

1sg buy NOM frog stew give to Maonainai ASP. 

The frog stew that I bought was given to Maonainai. 
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9. Figure Captions: 

Figure 1. Mean time-normalized F0 contours of sentence set 1 in different boundary 

conditions (from top to bottom: B3, B2, B1) and in two newness conditions (left 

column: the post-boundary words are given; right column: the post-boundary words 

are new) with four focus conditions overlaid in each graph. Boundary strength 

variations occur between syllable 5 and 6, as indicated by the gap in the F0 contours. 

The NF (neutral focus) condition is under the condition that post-boundary words are 

new. 

Figure 2. Mean time-normalized F0 contours of sentence set 2 in different boundary 

conditions (from top to bottom: B3, B2, B1) and in two newness conditions (left 

column: the post-boundary words are given; right column: the post-boundary words 

are new) with four focus conditions overlaid in each graph. Boundary strength 

variations occur between syllable 5 and 6, as indicated by the gap in the F0 contours. 

The NF (neutral focus) condition is under the condition that post-boundary words are 

new. 

Figure 3. Mean time-normalized F0 contours of sentence set 1 (left) and sentence set 

2 (right) in all focus conditions with three boundary conditions overlaid in each graph. 

From top to bottom are neutral focus (NF), focus on X, Y and Z word separately. In 

all these sentences the post-boundary words are new. The B1 contours in sentence set 

2 (right column) is one syllable longer because of the sentence final particle “le”. 

Figure 4. Mean time-normalized F0 contours of sentence set 1 comparing two 

newness conditions in the three boundary conditions (from left to right: B1, B2, B3) 
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and the three focus conditions (from top to bottom: X, Y and Z focus). 

Figure 5. Mean maximum F0 of word X in different boundary and focus conditions. 

Figure 6. Pause duration of the two sentence sets in different focus, boundary and 

newness conditions. The vertical bars represent standard errors. 

Figure 7. Duration of word X in different boundary and focus conditions (left column: 

sentence set 1; right column: sentence set 2), averaged across two newness conditions. 

Figure 8. The sum duration of word X and silent pause in difference boundary and 

focus conditions (left column: sentence set 1; right column: sentence set 2), averaged 

across two newness conditions. 

Figure 9. Duration of word Y in different boundary and focus conditions (left column: 

sentence set 1; right column: sentence set 2), averaged across two newness conditions. 

 



Table 1. Maximum F0 (st) of the four target words in different focus and boundary 

conditions when the post-boundary part is given. Numbers in bold are those of 

focused words. 

 B1 Boundary B2 Boundary B3 Boundary 
XF YF ZF XF YF ZF XF YF ZF 

Sentence 
set 1 

Word X 97.2  92.8  90.7  97.3  92.8  91.0  96.2  91.2  91.3  
Word Y 90.0  96.8  92.5  90.4  97.4  92.3  89.6  97.9  93.3  
Word Y+1 89.2  96.0  92.9  89.7  96.7  93.1  89.7  97.5  94.0  
Word Z 87.4  87.5  95.3  87.9  87.6  95.2  88.5  88.2  95.5  

Sentence 
set 2 

Word X 96.9  95.2  92.3  96.4  93.9  92.3  95.2  92.4  92.1  
Word Y 96.6  98.9  93.2  95.7  98.5  93.0  92.7  98.8  93.2  
Word Y+1 89.8  90.9  92.2  90.6  92.2  92.7  89.8  92.2  93.4  
Word Z 87.5  87.4  95.3  87.2  87.7  95.2  87.7  87.7  94.9  

 



Table 2. Results of 3-way repeated measures ANOVA on maximum F0 of the four 

target words. The significance level is indicated as * for p < 0.05, ** for p < 0.01 and 

*** for p < 0.001. For the interaction, B and F stand for boundary and focus, 

respectively. 

 

Sentence Word Focus 
F(1,7)= 

Boundary 
F(2, 14)= 

Givenness 
F(2, 14)= 

Interaction 

Set 1 X 225.398*** 7.798* 5.496* B×F: 6.015* 
Y 256.06*** 4.603, n.s. 6.015, n.s. - 
Y+1 119.4*** 11.351*** 0.139, n.s. - 
Z 313.925*** 5.461* 0.220, n.s - 

      

Set 2 X 64.519*** 22.737*** 0.117, n.s - 
Y 109.248*** 12.078** 0.638, n.s B×F: 26.967*** 
Y+1 16.528*** 16.752*** 0.018, n.s B×F: 5.205** 
Z 199.351*** 1.262, n.s 3.405, n.s - 

 

 



Table 3. Minimum F0 (st) of the four target words in different focus and boundary 

conditions when the post-boundary words are given. Numbers in bold are those of 

focused words. 

 

Sentence B3 Boundary B2 Boundary B1 Boundary 
XF YF ZF XF YF ZF XF YF ZF 

Set 1 Word X 89.0  88.3  88.4  90.4  89.5  89.4  90.4  90.2  89.5  
 Word Y 89.3  95.5  92.1  88.4  93.8  90.7  88.1  93.6  90.9  

Set 2 Word X 91.0  89.5  89.4  91.8  90.5  90.0  92.6  91.7  90.6  
 Word Y 90.2  92.4  92.3  91.1  92.4  91.4  89.9  91.1  90.2  

 

 



Table 4. Results of 3-way repeated measures ANOVA on minimum F0 of the four 

target words. For the interaction, B, F and N stand for boundary, focus and newness, 

respectively. 

Sentence Word Focus 
F(1,7)= 

Boundary 
F(2, 14)= 

Givenness 
F(2, 14)= 

Interaction 

Set 1 X 1.901, n.s 6.957* 0.543, n.s - 
Y 226.112*** 12.195** 0.121, n.s. B×F×N:4.982*** 
Y+1 20.764*** 2.34, n.s. 0.400, n.s. - 
Z 4.603* 1.387, n.s. 0.432, n.s. - 

      

Set 2 X 14.449*** 5.261* 1.222, n.s. - 
Y 6.687* 14.037** 1.313, n.s. B×F: 9.909** 
Y+1 27.816*** 1.485, n.s. 1.639, n.s. - 
Z 4.94* 2.222 n.s. 1.668, n.s. - 

 

 



Table 5. Mean maximum F0 of word X and Y in all focus and boundary conditions, 

with all sentences in the new condition. 

 

  Sentence set 1  Sentence set 2 
Word  NF XF YF ZF  NF XF YF ZF 
X B3 91.0 96.4 91.8 91.9  91.3 94.9 93.1 92.6 

 B2 90.5 97.3 93.5 91.5  91.6 95.8 94.3 92.3 

 B1 90.2 96.8 92.9 91.2  91.7 96.6 94.9 92.7 

Y B3 91.4 90.7 97.3 93.2  92.1 92.9 98.2 93.9 

 B2 91.1 89.8 97.1 92.1  92.0 95.2 98.4 92.8 

 B1 91.5 89.9 96.3 93.1  92.4 96.1 98.2 93.6 

 

 



Table 6. Results of 2-way repeated measures ANOVA on maximum F0 of word X and 

Y in all sentences in the new condition. 

 Sentence set 1  Sentence set 2 
Word Focus 

F(1,7)= 
Boundary 
F(2, 14)= 

Interaction 
F(6, 42) 

 Focus 
F(1,7)= 

Boundary 
F(2, 14)= 

Interaction 
F(6.42) 

X 121.44*** 1.704, n.s. 4.027*  55.204*** 10.568** 5.546** 
Y 113.919*** 5.164* -  87.269*** 6.489* 13.699*** 

 

 




















